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Denote by (T the subspace of the Hilbert cube consisting of {(x,): X, = 0 for all but finitely many 
i}. For a large class of cell-like, upper semicontinuous decompositions G of v, a/G x Iw’ is shown 
to be homeomorphic to IX In particular, if G is a cell-like, upper semicontinuous decomposition 
of (T such that a/G is the countable union of finite-dimensional compacta and the closure of the 
nondegeneracy set is finite-dimensional, then u/G x Iw’ is homeomorphic to v. 
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countable dimensional manifold 
Introduction 
One of the major outstanding problems in geometric topology concerns the ability 
to stabilize a finite-dimensional decomposition of R” through the use of an [w’ factor. 
The purpose of this paper is to deal with a stabilization problem concerning 
decompositions of the countably infinite-dimensional subspace of the Hilbert cube 
denoted by u. In [6] several examples of decompositions G of u were given where 
the decomposition space was not u even though the nondegeneracy set NG had 
finite-dimensional closure. Ad hoc methods were used to show that in each case 
the resulting decomposition space crossed with a line is homeomorphic to (T. One 
result of this paper is that if G is a cell-like, upper semicontinuous decomposition 
of u such that cl( NG) is finite-dimensional and a/G is the countable union of 
finite-dimensional compacta, then w/G x [w’ is homeomorphic to u. Unlike recent 
work in decomposition theory, the focus here is on the nondegeneracy set in the 
source space rather than on the image of the nondegeneracy set in a decomposition 
space. 
The key to this result is the use of gropes in taming parts of the closure of the 
nondegeneracy set of the decomposition. The purpose of this first use of the grope 
construction in an infinite-dimensional setting is to obtain a l-LCC reembedding 
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of parts of the closure of the nondegeneracy set of the decomposition as in the 
l-LCC result of Stank0 [8]. Because the space v is not a complete metric space, 
the gropes must be constructed in complete subsets in cr. The natural stratification 
of u into complete, finite-dimensional closed subsets will provide the necessary 
setting for the usual finite-dimensional grope construction. 
One of the new approaches taken is the focus on the cell-like mapping which 
results from the replacement of crumpled cube neighborhoods with cells in the 
above taming process. A key feature will be the use of the structure of the point 
preimages defined by the careful replacement of the crumpled cube neighborhoods 
of gropes by cells. The reader who is unfamiliar with gropes and their uses is urged 
to refer to Daverman’s excellent exposition in [3]. 
1. Definitions and basic references 
It will be convenient for the purposes of this paper to view w as the subset of 
the Hilbert cube Q consisting of {(xi) E Q: -1~ Xi < 1 and xi = 0 for all but finitely 
many i}. Denoting by a(n) those points in F with the property that xi = 0 for i > n, 
it is clear that (T can be written as the increasing union of closed sets lJ o(n), where 
o(n) is homeomorphic to R”. 
Recall that a closed subset A of an ANR X is a Z-set provided for each 6 : X + (0,l) 
there is a mapping h : X + X\A with d(x, h(x)) < S(x) where d is the metric on X. 
If, in addition, one can always choose h so that the closure of h(X) misses A, then 
A is a strong Z-set. 
The key to the recognition of those decompositions G of u with the property 
that the (a/G) x K!’ is homeomorphic to (+ x Iw’ (and hence to u) is the following 
characterization [ 51: 
Theorem 1.1. An ANR X is a u-manifold if and only $X satisfies: 
(a) X is the countable union ofjinite-dimensional compacta, 
(b) each compact subset of X is a strong Z-set, and 
(c) X satis$es the Euclidean injection property. 
A metric space (X, d) is said to satisfy the Euclidean injection property (EIP) if 
for each Euclidean space [Wk, k 2 1, 6 : IWk + (0, l), and mapping f: [Wk + X, there is 
an injectionf:lRk+X with d(f(x),f’(x))<a(x). 
It can be shown that in the case where G is a cell-like upper semicontinuous 
decomposition of a, each compact subset of a/G is a strong Z-set in u/G [5] and 
that if u/G is a u-manifold, it is in fact u [2]. Also, if u/G is the countable union 
of finite-dimensional compacta, it follows that u/G is an ANR [l]. Thus when 
dealing with cell-like, upper semicontinuous decompositions G one need only show 
that u/G satisfies (a) and (c) of the above characterization in order to conclude 
that u/G is homeomorphic to u. It is also worth noting that a recent example of 
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Dranishnikov of a dimension raising cell-like mapping makes the condition that 
the image of the decomposition be countable dimensional necessary in our setting. 
If X, x X, is a topological product, then Iii : X, x X1 + Xi is the natural projection 
onto the ith factor. Forf: X + Y a continuous function, NJ = U {f’(y): y E Y and 
f’(y) is not a singleton}. Similarly, if G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition, 
then NG = IJ {g E G: g is not a singleton}. In a metric space (X, d), N(A; E) is the 
set {xEX: d(x,y)<a for some yEA, A c X}. Denote by B” the standard n-cell in 
(w”. 
2. Gropes 
Recall that an abstract compactified grope D+ consists of a certain type of infinite 
2-complex D and the tip set of its Freudenthal compactification, D+ - D. This 
2-complex D consists of a countable union of disks with handles, with each 
successive disk attached to an essential handle curve on a previous disk. The tip 
set D+ -D will be a Cantor set. In some sense, the boundary of the grope, aD+, 
can be viewed as a loop which bounds homologically but not homotopically. When 
Df is considered as a subset of [W”+’ with D being l-LCC embedded, Df has a 
particularly nice pinched neighborhood. Let C be a regular neighborhood of D in 
[w n+’ - ( Dt - D), together with the tip set Dt - D. This will be a crumpled cube 
which is an (n + 1)-cell complement. Because of this structure we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let D+ be a compact$ed grope embedded in R”+’ so that D is l-LCC 
embedded. If C is a pinched neighborhood of D+ as above, there is a cell-like mapping 
g: B”+’ + Cso that the nondegeneratepointpreimages of g consist of { I?( p x [0, 11): p E 
A} where: 
(1) A is a wild Cantor set in S” = aB”+‘, 
(2) e:S”x[O, l]+B nt’ is an interior collar on B”+’ with el(S” x (0)) = idlam’, 
(3) g( 0(A x [0, 11)) = D+ - D. 
Proof. This follows from a modification of Lemma 38.2 and Corollary 38.3A of 
Daverman [3]. Because aC is locally collared in C at each point of C -(D+-- D), 
the map g may be realized by shrinking out { e( p x [0, 11): p E A}, where one can 
view A x { 1) as Dt - D in the proof of the lemma. The resulting space is homeo- 
morphic to C. 0 
The use of gropes in our setting will require that the tip sets be embedded in a 
particularly nice way. The Iw’ factor will allow us to construct gropes in such a 
manner that each tip set will not only be embedded, but the projection of the tip 
set onto the [w’ factor will be an embedding. In fact we will want to insure that the 
projections of the countably many tip sets constructed will be disjoint embeddings. 
The next proposition will allow such constructions to take place. 
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Proposition 2.2. Let M” be an n-manifold, n 2 4, K a closed S( n -3)-dimensional 
subset of M”, a : B2+ M” x R’ a mapping, and let E > 0 and U, a dense open subset 
of IF%‘, be given. Then there exists a compactified grope Dt and an embedding 
/I: Dt+ M”xR’ such that: 
(a) P(D’) c N(a(B2); e), 
(b) p laD+ is a loop within E of a IaB’, 
(c) P-‘(K xR’) = D+- D, 
(d) 17,:p(D+-D)+R’ is an embedding ofD+-D in U. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 39.2 in [3] will provide a mapping y of a grope D+ 
into M” x R’ which will satisfy (a), (b), and (c). Because we are working in a 
manifold instead of a generalized manifold, and n + la 5, we may assume that the 
mapping is in fact an embedding. While II2 1 y( Dt - D) may not be an embedding 
in U, this restriction can be arbitrarily closely approximated by an embedding h 
[7]. Let g(x) = h(x) - IL2( y(x)) for each x in D+ - D. This mapping may be extended 
to all of D+ with support in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of D+ - D. Now 
consider y(x) as (y,(x), y2(x)) where yi = Iii 0 y. The mapping (y,(x), g(x)+ yz(x)) 
defined on all of D+ may not be an embedding when restricted to D, but general 
position techniques applied to the image of D in (M\K) x R’ yield the desired 
mapping /3. Cl 
As indicated earlier, the goal of this section is to describe a technique for taming 
closed, codimension 3 subsets K x I?’ of M” x R’ using the grope construction 
described above. We again refer to results from Daverman’s book with the 
modifications of his proofs indicated. 
Proposition 2.3. Let M” be an n-manifold, n ~4, and K be a closed, G(n - 
3)-dimensional subset of M”. Then there is a l-LCC embedding A : K x R’ + M” x R’ 
and a proper cell-like mapping p : M” x 08’ + M” x R’ such that 
(a) p 0 h is the identity on K xR’, 
(b) there is a null sequence of tame (n + l)-cells {B,} in M” x [w’ such that N,, = 
{@(Ai x [0, I]): Ai is a wild Cantor set in aB, and Bi is an interior collar on Bi}, 
(c) 17,lp(N,) is an injection into R’. 
Proof. Again, we refer to Daverman. Specifically, this is a modification of Theorem 
39.4 where the generalized manifold Y is replaced by the manifold M” x R’ and 
the closed set 2 is replaced by K xR’. The first step in the proof of Theroem 39.4 
is to identify a disjoint, countable collection of gropes in Y\Z whose boundaries 
lie close to a countable, dense set of loops in the space Y. Similarly, we may apply 
Proposition 2.2 to obtain a disjoint, countable sequence of compactified gropes 
{iD’} embedded in M” x R’, where the dense open set U, in the hypothesis of 
Proposition 2.2 is taken to be R’\IJ~x: (LL2(pj(jD’\jD))). One then identifies subsets 
of {&(‘D’)} which will form the countable null sequence of gropes needed for the 
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replacement procedure as in Daverman. An application of Proposition 2.1 to each 
of these embedded gropes yields the sequence of closed (n + 1)-cell complements 
to be replaced by the (n + 1)-cells {Bi}. The remainder of Daverman’s proof may 
now be used to construct the generalized (n + 1)-manifold X, cell-like mapping 
p : X + M” x R’, and l-LCC embedding A : K x R’ + X such that p 0 A is the identity 
on K x R’. Since X is a generalized (n + 1)-manifold and the possible singular set 
of X lies in K x R’, which is l-LCC embedded in X, it follows that X is a manifold 
and hence homeomorphic to M” xR’. Thus p 0 A satisfies (a) and the use of 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 guarantees that (b) and (c) hold. 0 
As a corollary we note that the above procedure could be modified slightly to 
take care of countably many manifolds at once. 
Corollary 2.4. If M, and K,, 1 s j <cc are as in Proposition 2.3, there are mappings 
pi and Aj as in the conclusion of Proposition 2.3 with the added condition that ZIz( pi( N,,)) 
and 17,( p,( N,,)) are disjoint for i #j. 
Proof. Rather than constructing all of the gropes {‘,kDt}, 1 s k <cc for &, x [w’ in 
M, xR’, one works on the total countable collection {‘.kD’}, 1 <j, k<oo, using 
Proposition 2.2 to insure that the projections of the countably many tip sets into [w’ 
are disjoint. 0 
3. A finite-dimensional result 
At this point we turn to a finite-dimensional result which will serve as the model 
for the construction in the infinite-dimensional case. This will be the key for the 
main result of the paper, the ability to approximate mappings of Euclidean spaces 
by injections. 
Proposition 3.1. Let M * be an n-manifold, n 2 4, and K a closed, r-dimensional subset 
of M”, r s n - 3. If f : P + M n x R’ is a closed mapping of a k-dimensional polyhedron 
into M” x R’, 2k G n and r+ k < n, with E : P+ (0, 1) given, there is a mapping 
j:P+M”xR’such that 
S 
(a) f is an injection, 
(b) d(f(x),.%)) < e(x), and 
(c) LIZ If( P) n (K X W’) is an injection. 
Proof. Let p: M” x R’ + M” x R’ be the mapping of Proposition 2.3. There is an 
approximate lifting f’ off such that p of’ is & close to f and f,(P) is a closed 
r-dimensional polyhedron. Since A (K x W’) is l-LCC embedded in M” x R’, A (K x 
R’) is (k + l)-dimensional. Using the fact that k + 1-t r < n + 1 and Edwards’ results 
on demension [4], it follows that there is a homeomorphism h of M” xR’ onto 
itself so that h(f’( P)) n A (K x R’) = 0 and p 0 h 0 f, is $& close toJ: Now let fi = h 0 f, . 
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Considerf,( P) n B, where Bi is one of the tame (n + 1) -cells described in Proposition 
2.3. Since Ai x (0) lies in A(K x R’) and the Ai x (1) is tame in Bi, we may assume 
that &(P) misses both of these sets. Let p be the natural projection of the collar 
aBi x [0, l] on aBi and Oi =fF’(dBi x (0, 1)). There is an open set W, in P such that 
f;‘(Ai x (0, 1)) c W, c cl( Wi) c Oi. Choose f3,, : Oi + Bi so that 
(a) f3,i is an injection, 
(b) f3,i =.$z off of cl( W), 
(c) P Ih,i( W) n (Ai x LO, 11) is an embedding in aBi, and 
(d) p of~,i is within ic off: 
Now define J3(x) to be&(x) for x in Bi for some i and let f3 agree with fi off 
of { Bi}. The desired approximation f is now p of3, for f(P) will now meet K x R’ 
in some subset of the union of the tip sets of the null sequence of gropes. These 
gropes are constructed to guarantee that the projection onto the R’-factor is an 
injection. Furthermore, condition (c) above will force p of3 to be an injection. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a cell-like, upper semicontinuous decomposition of an n- 
manifold M”, n 2 4, such that dim(cl( NG)) s n -3 and dim( M/G) < 00. Then 
(M”/G) x 08’ is homeomorphic to M” x R’. 
Proof. Let P be the disjoint union of two 2-cells. According to Edwards’ Approxima- 
tion Theorem (see [3]) it suffices to show that an arbitrary mapping f’: P+ 
(M”/ G) x [w’ can be approximated by an injection which is s-close to f’. Let f be 
a lifting off’ to M” x If%‘. An application of Proposition 3.1 yields an injection f 
such that f(P) n (cl( NG) x R’) is a O-dimensional set whose projection onto the 
R’-factor is also an injection. Now ( rTTG x id) will certainly be one-to-one off of 
cl(N,) xR’. Iff(x)E (cl(N,) xR1) and?(y): (cl(N,)xR’), xfy, then17,(j(x)) f 
II&Y)). Thus (TV x id)(f(x)) f ( ~~ x id)(f(y)) and ( rG x id) 0 j is one-to-one. It 
then follows that if f is chosen closely enough to A then (7rG x R’) o_f will be an 
injection within E off’. 0 
4. Stabilizing decompositions of u 
The main ingredient in showing that a decomposition of w crossed with a line 
yields o is showng that the topological product satisfies the Euclidean injection 
property. In our setting this will be accomplished by first lifting a mapping of lRk 
into (a/G)xR’ to a mapping into ~xR’. The image of lQk will be adjusted there 
to insure that the composition of this adjusted lifting and the decomposition mapping 
results in an injection. The first step in this program is showing how to adjust 
mappings of Rk into g x R’. As a notational device we denote the ball of radius j 
centered at the origin in Rk by B(j) for j > 0 and let B(0) = 0. 
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Proposition 4.1. Let f: Rk + u X R’, m an integer, and E : IWk + (0, 1) be given. There 
is an increasing sequence of integers m < n, < n2 c * 9 * < nj c ’ * ’ and an injection 
p: Rk + u x IR’ such that nj + k < n,+l, j(B(j)\B(j-l))c(u(nj+,)-a(nj))xw’, and 
Wb),.fW<44. 
Proof. Choose n, to be larger than 2k+ 1 and m. Since a(n,) x R’ is a Z-set in 
ax!%’ there is a mappingfO:lQk+(cr\(T(nl))~IW’ with d(f(x),f,(x))<:e(x). Let 
.F~ =min{&(x): XE B(j)}. Choose n2 so that n,> n,+ k and d(f,(x), ~,,(f~(x)))<& 
for each x in B(2) where rriT, is the natural projection of u onto u(m). Using the 
fact that u x [w’ is an ANR and n2 > n, + k we may define a function f, : Rk -+ (T x R’ 
such that 
(a) fi JRk\B(2) =fo, 
(b) fi(Hl))c (a(nZ)\a(nl))xR’, 
(c) d(fi(x),fo(x))<+~(x), 
(d) f, 1 B( 1) is an embedding. 
Inductively now for j > 1, define f; : Rk + u x R' and nj > nj_, + k so that 
(a) fiI(IWk\B(j+I))uB(j-I)=~-,, 
(b) J;(B(j)\B(j- 1)) c (a(nj+,)\u(n,)) xR’, 
(c) d(~(x),~~,(x))<f&(x), 
(d) f; 1 B(j) is an embedding. 
Letting f(x) ‘h(x), for x E B(j) we have that 
&f(x),?(x)) = d(f(x),_6(x)) 
s d(f(x),fi(x))+ d(f,(x),&,(x)) 
+d($-,(x),J(x)) < E(x). •I 
We now turn to the general result concerning the stabilization of decompositions 
of u. In order to apply the finite-dimensional results, sufficient codimension must 
exist between the finite-dimensional subspace u(n) and the part of the closure of 
the nondegeneracy set of G which lies in u(n). Define r,, = dim(cl( NG) n u(n)). 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a cell-like, upper semicontinuous decomposition of u such that 
u/G is the countable union of jinite-dimensional compacta and lim,,, n - r,, = KI. 
The space (u/G) x R' is homeomorphic to u. 
Proof. As indicated in the introduction, it is sufficient to show that (u/G) x Iw’ 
satisfies the Euclidean injection property. Toward this end we will show that for a 
mapping f: IWk + (u/G) x R', an approximate lifting off can be arbitrarily approxi- 
mated by a mapping f’ : Rk + u x R' such that ( rG x id) of’ is an injection. 
Given f as above and 6 : IWk + (0, l), let fi : lRk + u x R' be an approximate lifting 
off such that (mTTG x id) of,(x) is within &Y(x) of f(x). Apply Proposition 4.1 to f,, 
with m chosen so that for n > m, n 2 2k and n > k+ r, + 3, and F(X) chosen so that 
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if the function produced in Proposition 4.1 is f2, then ( rrG x id) of,(x) and ( rG x 
id) of*(x) are within as(x). 
If { nj} is the sequence produced by this application of Proposition 4.1, we now 
apply Corollary 2.4 to {M,} and {K,} where M, = (c~(n~+,)\(~(n,)) xR’ and K, = 
cl(N,) n Mj to obtain p, and Aj. Define P, = B(1) in [Wk and for j> 1, Pj = 
B(j) - B(j - 1). 
Let g, be the restriction of fi to P, and E, = min{icS(x): x E B(2)). Using p, and 
h, in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we obtain er: P, + M, so that both g, and 
17,l (g”,(P,) n K,) + 08’ are injections and d(i,(x), g,(x))< F, for x in P,. Since 
n2 > n, + k and Ml u M2 = CT( n2) is an ANR, this mapping may be extended to all 
of [Wk in such a manner that 
(a) k =fi on Wk\H2), 
(b) ii(&) c Mzr 
(c) d(g”,(x),f,(x)) <as(x). 
Now inductively use the same approach to the proof of Proposition 3.1 to find 
mappings gj: Pj+ Mj for each j > 1 so that both gj and II21 (gj(Pj) n K,) +I%’ are 
injections and d(gj(x), &r(x)) < cj(x) where &j(X) <min{i6(x): x E B(j+ 1)) and 
.zj : B(j) + [0, 1) is a mapping so that sly’(0) = B(j - 1). Again extend to all of IWk as 
above so that 
(a) gj = gj-, on Rk\(Pj u Pj+,), 
(b) ij(q+,) C Mj+, 7 
(C) d(tj(x), ij-1(x))<i6(x). 
Now define_/-‘(x) = g,(x) for x E P,. As in Corollary 3.2 it follows that (rG x id) 0s 
is an injection, and this injection is within E(X) of the original mapping. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let G be a cell-like, upper semicontinuous decomposition of u such that 
u/G is the countable union ofjinite-dimensional compacta and dim(cl( NG)) (~0. The 
space (a/G) x [w’ is homeomorphic to CT. 
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